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Market Uncertainty Ups and Downs
USDA’s production and supply/demand reports last week
added 550K bales to the expected US crop. An increase
was clearly not expected by most industry analysts and
observers. Despite the unexpected increase, the market
(Dec11 futures) has been on a bit of a recovering rally as we
soon round the turn and hit the stretch toward home with
this crop. Dec11 stands at around $1.06 today as this is
being written. Prices have improved about 10 cents over
the past couple of weeks.
It’s encouraging that prices are hanging above $1. Prices
don’t yet seem willing to break above the $1.10 level so this
$1.06 to $1.07 range could be it for now until something
more positive comes along. If the US crop does in fact eventually get smaller (less than 16 mb), prices may get a kick and give
growers an opportunity to price higher. Still, I’d be 50% priced at this point. I’ve been getting calls from producer with questions
about further pricing. If you’ve got a good/better handle on expected yield and production at the point, the current move back
close to $1.10 might be a good opportunity to get to 50% priced if not already—reduce risk on that portion of expected
production and then take a wait-and-see attitude on the rest.
USDA’s August report of 16.55 million bales was
the first actual survey-based estimate for the
year and surprised a lot of folks. Yield is
projected at 822 lbs (22 lbs higher than the July
estimate) and abandonment is projected to be a
little less than the July estimate. This accounts
for the 550K bale increase in the expected crop.
Texas is expected to walk away from 52% of the
acres planted and make a yield of 636 lbs/ac.
Georgia is expected to abandon about 5% of its
acreage and make a yield of 870 lbs. There’s
some good looking cotton in Georgia--but 870
lbs would be the second highest yield on record
and only 32 lbs below the state record set in
2009. This crop still has a long way considering
the early drought and acreage replanted late.
Prices into harvest and 2012 will depend on size
of the US crop, demand, and price needed to be
competitive with soybeans and corn.
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